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Abstract
We review the Burghelea conjecture, which constitutes a full computation of the
periodic cyclic homology of complex group rings, and its relation to the algebraic
Baum–Connes conjecture. The Burghelea conjecture implies the Bass conjecture.
We state two conjectures about groups of finite asymptotic dimension, which
together imply the Burghelea conjecture for such groups. We prove both conjectures
for many classes of groups.
It is known that the Burghelea conjecture does not hold for all groups, although no
finitely presentable counter-example was known. We construct a finitely presentable
(even type F8) counter-example based on Thompson’s group F . We construct as
well a finitely generated counter-example with finite decomposition complexity.
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1 Introduction
Burghelea [Bur85] computed the periodic cyclic homology of complex group rings:
PHC˚pCGq –
à
rgsPxGyfin
Hr˚spCg;Cq ‘
à
rgsPxGy8
TG˚ pg;Cq,
where xGyfin and xGy8 denote the conjugacy classes in G of finite order elements, resp.,
of infinite order elements. We have used the notation Hr˚spCg;Cq :“śiPZH˚`2ipCg;Cq
for the centralizer Cg of the element g P G, and we have
TG˚ pg;Cq :“ limÐÝ
` ¨ ¨ ¨ SÝÑ H˚`2npCg{xgy;Cq SÝÑ H˚`2n´2pCg{xgy;Cq SÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘, (1.1)
where S is the Gysin homomorphism of the fibration Bxgy “ S1 Ñ BCg Ñ BCg{xgy.
2
Burghelea Conjecture. We will say that G satisfies the Burghelea conjecture if the
group
À
rgsPxGy8 T
G˚ pg;Cq vanishes.
Groups for which the Burghelea conjecture is known are, e.g., hyperbolic and arithmetic
groups (Ji [Ji95]) and linear groups over fields of characteristic zero and having finite
rational homological dimension (Eckmann [Eck86]). A thorough compilation of known
results about the Burghelea conjecture will be given in Remark 3.3.
The Burghelea conjecture is known to be false in general, i.e., there is a counter-example
constructed by Burghelea [Bur85]. His counter-example is not finitely generated, but
recently Dranishnikov–Hull [DH17] came up with a counter-example which is finitely
generated. In Section 5 we will construct more counter-examples with better properties,
especially, we construct a finitely presented one in Section 5.2 (it will be even of type F8).
Actually, Burghelea conjectured the vanishing of
À
rgsPxGy8 T
G˚ pg;Cq only for groups
admitting a finite classifying space. We took the freedom to use the term “Burghelea
conjecture” in the more general context of all groups.
Observation. The Burghelea conjecture implies the strong Bass conjecture.
We will discuss in Section 3.2 how the Burghelea conjecture implies the strong Bass
conjecture. Our discussion will rely on the rationalization of the algebraic Baum–Connes
assembly map done in Section 2.
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the Burghelea conjecture for more classes
of groups. Concretely, we have the following main result:
Theorem A. The Burghelea conjecture is true for the following classes of groups:
• CATp0q groups with finite rational homological dimension1,
• systolic groups,
• mapping class groups,
• discrete subgroups of almost connected Lie groups, and
• 3-manifold groups.
Furthermore, the Burghelea conjecture is closed under passage to relatively hyperbolic
supergroups.
All groups in the above list have (conjecturally) finite asymptotic dimension. Moreover,
for other classes of groups that have finite asymptotic dimension, like hyperbolic groups
or solvable groups of finite Hirsch length, the Burghelea conjecture is also known. So
the conjecture is that having finite asymptotic dimension should imply the Burghelea
conjecture. We will break up this single conjecture into two pieces which together imply
the Burghelea conjecture for groups of finite asymptotic dimension.
1This includes Coxeter groups, right-angeled Artin groups and virtually torsion-free CATp0q groups.
3
Conjecture A. Let G be a discrete group of finite asymptotic dimension.
Then its rational homological dimension is finite, i.e., hdQpGq ă 8.
Conjecture B. Let G be a discrete group of finite asymptotic dimension. Denote by
Cg ă G the centralizer of an infinite order element g P G.
Then the quotient Cg{xgy also has finite asymptotic dimension.
The second main result of this paper is to verify the above two conjectures for almost all
classes of groups which are known, resp., conjectured to have finite asymptotic dimension:
Theorem B. The above two conjectures are true for
• all classes of groups stated in Theorem A together with the closure property for
relatively hyperbolic groups,
• one-relator groups, and
• elementary amenable groups of finite Hirsch length.
Note that one-relator groups and elementary amenable groups of finite Hirsch length
were already known to satisfy the Burghelea conjecture, which is the reason why we did
not mention them in the list in Theorem A.
If one believes that the Burghelea conjecture should be true for all groups of finite
asymptotic dimension, then the next question is whether one can generalize this to a
larger class of groups. A natural generalization of finite asymptotic dimension is the
notion of finite decomposition complexity introduced by Guentner–Tessera–Yu [GTY12].
In Section 5.1 we will construct a counter-example to the Burghelea conjecture having
finite decomposition complexity.
2 Algebraic Baum–Connes assembly map
Let S “ Ťp SppHq be the Schatten class operators on some separably 8-dimensional
Hilbert space H. The K-theoretic Farrell–Jones assembly map for the ring S is a map
µFJ˚ : H
OrG
˚ pEvcycG; K´8pSqq Ñ Kalg˚ pSGq.
Yu [Yu12, Section 2] and Cortin˜as–Tartaglia [CT14, Proof of Corollary 4.2] showed
(building upon work of Cortin˜as–Thom [CT08]) that the domain HOrG˚ pEvcycG; K´8pSqq
of µFJ˚ identifies with the left hand side RKG˚ pEGq of the Baum–Connes conjecture, and
that µFJ˚ factors the Baum–Connes assembly map µBC˚ : RKG˚ pEGq Ñ Ktop˚ pCr˚Gq, i.e.,
the following diagram commutes:
HOrG˚ pEvcycG; K´8pSqq
µFJ˚
// Kalg˚ pSGq

RKG˚ pEGq
µBC˚
//
–
OO
Ktop˚ pCr˚Gq
The right vertical map is given by passing to the completion Cr˚Gb K of SG – CGb S.
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Definition 2.1. We call
µalg˚ : RK
G
˚ pEGq Ñ Kalg˚ pSGq
the algebraic Baum–Connes assembly map.
Conjecture 2.2 (Algebraic Baum–Connes conjecture). The algebraic assembly map µalg˚
is an isomorphism for every discrete group G.
We will see in Corollary 2.8 that the algebraic assembly map µalg˚ is rationally injective,
which was proved by Yu [Yu12]. Twenty years earlier Tillmann [Til92] showed a similar
result, namely rational injectivity of a map RK˚pBGq Ñ Ktop˚ pCGq that she constructed
and which also factors the Baum–Connes assembly map.
Remark 2.3. The algebraic assembly map has an index theoretic interpretation.
Using the geometric picture for K-homology, we see that any element of RKG˚ pEGq is
represented by a finitely summable cycle, where the order of summability depends on
the dimension of the cycle. So the analytic construction of the assembly map produces
an element in Kalg˚ pSGq.
We do not know whether Tillmann’s map RK˚pBGq Ñ Ktop˚ pCGq has a similar index
theoretic interpretation.
Let us now rationalize the algebraic assembly map, i.e., we will apply / construct
Chern characters for the left and right hand sides of the algebraic assembly map to turn
the algebraic Baum–Connes conjecture into a rational one, i.e., one where we do not
have to worry about torsion elements. This rationalization will also provide us with the
relation of the algebraic Baum–Connes conjecture to the Burghelea conjecture.
Notation 2.4. Let us write for homology groups
HrnspXq :“
à
iě0
Hn´2ipXq and Hr˚spXq :“
ź
iPZ
H˚`2ipXq.
For a group G we will write xGy for its conjugacy classes, xGyfin for its conjugacy classes
of finite order elements and xGy8 for its conjugacy classes of infinite order elements.
Theorem 2.5 ([BCH94, Theorem 7.3]). We have a functorial Chern character
chG˚ : RK
G
˚ pXq Ñ HGr˚spX;Cq
which becomes an isomorphism after tensoring the domain with C.
Furthermore, we have for all n P N0
HGn pEG;Cq –
à
rgsPxGyfin
HnpCg;Cq,
where Cg ă G is the centralizer of the element g in G.
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Notation 2.6. Let us write
PHC˚pCGq :“ limÐÝ
` ¨ ¨ ¨ SÝÑ HC˚`2npCGq SÝÑ HC˚`2n´2pCGq SÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘
TG˚ pg;Cq :“ limÐÝ
` ¨ ¨ ¨ SÝÑ H˚`2npCg{xgy;Cq SÝÑ H˚`2n´2pCg{xgy;Cq SÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘ (2.1)
where S in the definition of PHC˚p´q is the periodicity operator of cyclic homology and the
S in (2.1) is the Gysin homomorphism of the fibrationBxgy “ S1 Ñ BCg Ñ BCg{xgy.
Theorem 2.7 (Burghelea [Bur85]; see also [Kha13, Eq. (3.36) on p. 152]). We have the
following isomorphisms for all n P N0 and ˚ “ 0, 1:
HHnpCGq –
à
rgsPxGyfin
HnpCg;Cq ‘
à
rgsPxGy8
HnpCg;Cq (2.2)
HCnpCGq –
à
rgsPxGyfin
HrnspCg;Cq ‘
à
rgsPxGy8
HnpCg{xgy;Cq
PHC˚pCGq –
à
rgsPxGyfin
Hr˚spCg;Cq ‘
à
rgsPxGy8
TG˚ pg;Cq (2.3)
¿From results of Cortin˜as–Thom [CT08, Theorems 6.5.3 & 8.2.5]) we conclude
Kalg˚ pSGq – KH˚pSGq
and these groups are 2-periodic (with periodicity induced by multiplication with the Bott
element). By definition SG is the filtered colimit
SG “ colim ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ãÑ SpG ãÑ Sp`1G ãÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˘
and it is known that KH-theory commutes with filtered colimits. We know from the
proof of [CT14, Corollary 3.5] that the induced maps KH˚pSpGq Ñ KH˚pSp`1Gq are
isomorphisms for all p ě 1 and so we can conclude
KH˚pSGq – KH˚pS1Gq.
We use the Connes–Karoubi character KH˚pS1Gq Ñ HP cont˚ pS1Gq and write
chSG˚ : K
alg
˚ pSGq Ñ HP cont˚ pS1Gq
for the composition of all the above maps. Then we apply tr : HP cont˚ pS1Gq Ñ HP˚pCGq
induced by the trace, and lastly we use the projection HP˚pCGq Ñ PHC˚pCGq whose
application we will suppress in our notation.
So putting everything together we get the following diagram:
RKG˚ pEGq b C
chG˚ –

µalg˚ bidC
// Kalg˚ pSGq b C
tr ˝ chSG˚

HGr˚spEG;Cq
–

PHC˚pCGq
–
À
rgsPxGyfin Hr˚spCg;Cq // //
À
rgsPxGyfin Hr˚spCg;Cq ‘
À
rgsPxGy8 T
G˚ pg;Cq
(2.4)
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Corollary 2.8 ([Yu12]). The algebraic assembly map is rationally injective for every
group G.
Remark 2.9. During a talk about the results of this paper Wolfgang Lu¨ck noticed that in
the above Diagram (2.4) we may include a horizontal arrow HGr˚spEG;Cq Ñ PHC˚pCGq,
which is the Farrell–Jones assembly map for the theory PHCpC´q. This breaks the whole
diagram into two separate pieces.
Cortin˜as–Tartaglia [CT14, Proposition 2.2.5] showed that the assembly map for the
theory HP pC´q is always injective. Their result also holds for PHCpC´q, and this is of
course compatible with the above diagram which gives an alternative computation of the
assembly map for PHCpC´q.
3 Statement and discussion of the conjectures
3.1 Burghelea conjecture
Definition 3.1 (Burghelea conjecture [Bur85, Section IV]). We will say that G satisfies
the Burghelea conjecture if the group
À
rgsPxGy8 T
G˚ pg;Cq defined by (2.1) vanishes.
One can state the conjecture for any commutative coefficient ring R with unit. The
statement for Q-coefficients is equivalent to the one for C-coefficients, and in the literature
it is usually stated with Q-coefficients.
Because of Remark 2.9 the Burghelea conjecture is the same as the Farrell–Jones
conjecture for PHCpC´q.
Remark 3.2. The Burghelea conjecture is known to be false without further assumptions
on the group. A counter-example was constructed by Burghelea [Bur85, Section IV].
So the conjecture is actually about the problem of deciding which classes of groups
satisfy it, resp., about constructing more counter-examples. Burghelea himself conjecture
that his conjecture should be true for groups admitting a finite classifying space.
Remark 3.3. We will collect now the known results about the Burghelea conjecture
with Q-coefficients (some of the results hold for more general coefficients than Q, but we
will not mention this in our breakdown).
1. Burghelea himself noted [Bur85, Section IV] that his conjecture is true for every
fundamental group of a compact, negatively curved Riemannian manifold.
2. Eckmann showed [Eck86] that the Burghelea conjecture is true for every group G
with hdQpGq ă 8 and belonging to one of the following classes: nilpotent groups,
torsion-free solvable groups, linear groups over fields of characteristic 0, and groups
of rational cohomological dimension ď 2.2 The latter implies that the Burghelea
conjecture is true for all groups satisfying Poincare´ duality of dimension 2 over Q
or of dimension 3 over Z (Eckmann [?, Theorem 8]).
2By a result of Chiswell [Chi75] 1-relator groups have rational cohomological dimension bounded from
above by 2. Examples of 1-relator groups are the Baumslag–Solitar groups.
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3. Ji showed [Ji95, Theorem 4.3] that groups of polynomial growth, arithmetic groups
and hyperbolic groups satisfy the Burghelea conjecture.
Furthermore, he proved some closure properties of the class of groups that he
investigated (groups from this class satisfy the Burghelea conjecture and this class
contains the aforementioned classes of groups).
4. Closure properties of classes of groups defined by properties implying the Burghelea
conjecture were studied by several authors. From the results of Chadha and Passi
[CP94] in combination with Eckmann’s above mentioned results it follows that,
e.g., elementary amenable groups of finite rational homological dimension (and so,
especially, polycyclic-by-finite groups) satisfy the Burghelea conjecture. Further
related results were established in [Emm98], [EP04], [EP06] and [Syk02].
To our surprise the above mentioned results seem to be the only ones about the Burghelea
conjecture up to now.
Remark 3.4. We might ask about invariance of the Burghelea conjecture under quasi-
isometries of groups.
Sauer [Sau06] showed that the rational homological dimension is a quasi-isometry
invariant of amenable groups, and it is conjectured that this should be true in general.
But besides this result it seems that everything else related to the Burghelea conjecture
is not invariant under quasi-isometries.
What we need for the Burghelea conjecture is finiteness of the homological dimension
for the trivial CG-module C. But this is not known to be a quasi-isometry invariant.
Furthermore, for the Burghelea conjecture we have to know the structure of the reduced
centralizers Cg{xgy. Now if G and H are quasi-isometric, then the naiv guess would be to
say the following: for all g P G of infinite order there exists an h P H of infinite order such
that CgpGq and GhpHq are quasi-isometric. But this is false in general: Raghunathan
[Rag72, Remark 2.15] constructed two quasi-isometric groups with essentially different
centralizers.
3.2 Bass conjecture
Definition 3.5 (Bass conjecture for SG). We will say that G satisfies the Bass conjecture
for SG if the image of the map tr ˝ chSG˚ : Kalg˚ pSGq Ñ PHC˚pCGq is contained in the
first summand
À
rgsPxGyfin Hr˚spCg;Cq of (2.3).
Remark 3.6. ¿From Diagram (2.4) it follows that we have the following implications
for a fixed group G:
Burghelea conjecture
)1
Bass conjecture for SG
if tr ˝ chSG˚ rat. inj.
nv
rational surjectivity of µalg˚
-5
+3 rational injectivity of tr ˝ chSG˚
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Note that by Corollary 2.8 rational surjectivity of µalg˚ is equivalent to the rational
Farrell–Jones conjecture for the coefficient ring S and the group G.
Remark 3.7. The following conjecture was called the strong Bass conjecture in [JOR10]
and the CG-Bass conjecture in [BCM04]: the image of Kalg0 pCGq Ñ HH0pCGq is con-
tained in the first summand of (2.2). The Bass conjecture for SG implies the strong
Bass conjecture by commutativity of the following diagram:
Kalg0 pCGq //

HH0pCGq HC0pCGq
Kalg0 pSGq // PHC0pCGq
OO
The strong Bass conjecture in turn implies the classical Bass conjecture [Bas76] by a
result of Linnell [Lin83, Lemma 4.1] together with the discussion in [Eck86, Section 3].
The proof of [BCM04, Proposition 6.1] also applies to the CG-Bass conjecture showing
that it implies the idempotent conjecture for CG. In fact, the cited arguments show that
the CG-Bass conjecture implies the conjecture that on Kalg0 pCGq the Kaplansky trace
coincides with the augmentation trace, and this implies the idempotent conjecture.
So we have the following implications from the Bass conjecture for SG:
classical Bass conjecture
Bass conjecture for SG in the case ˚ “ 0
-5
)1
idempotent conjecture for CG
The Bass conjecture in its different versions is known for far more classes of groups
than the Burghelea conjecture.
Remark 3.8. Geoghegan [Geo81] proved the following geometric interpretation of the
classical Bass conjecture: a finitely presented groupG satisfies the classical Bass conjecture
if and only if every homotopy idempotent self-map on a finite, connected complex with
fundamental group G has Nielsen number either zero or one. The latter condition can be
reformulated by saying that every homotopy idempotent self-map of a closed, smooth,
oriented manifold of dimension at least three and with fundamental group G is homotopic
to a map with exactly one fixed point. A survey of this geometric interpretation together
with full proofs may be found in [BCM07].
3.3 Homological dimension
In this section we will collect some well-known facts about (co-)homological dimension,
which we will often use in the proofs in Section 4.
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Definition 3.9. Let G be a group and R a ring with unit.
• Homological dimension hdRpGq is the flat dimension of R as an RG-module.
• Cohomological dimension cdRpGq is the projective dimension of R as an RG-module.
For R “ Z we will write hdp´q and cdp´q, i.e., not writing the subscript ´Z.
Furthermore, we define gdpGq as the geometric dimension of G, i.e., the least possible
dimension of a CW-complex model for BG.
Lemma 3.10 ([Bie76, Section 4.1], [EG57]). We have the following characterizations of
the above defined dimensions:
• hdRpGq “ suptn : HnpG;Mq ­“ 0 for some RG-module Mu
• cdRpGq “ suptn : HnpG;Mq ­“ 0 for some RG-module Mu
We also have cdpGq “ gdpGq with the only possible exception cdpGq “ 2, gdpGq “ 3.3
Lemma 3.11 ([Bie76, Theorem 4.6 & Proposition 4.9]). Let G be a countable group and
R a commutative ring with unit. Then
hdRpGq ď cdRpGq ď hdRpGq ` 1.
If S ă G is a subgroup, then hdRpSq ď hdRpGq and cdRpSq ď cdRpGq.
Lemma 3.12. Let 0 Ñ AÑ B Ñ C Ñ 0 be a short exact sequence of groups.
Then hdRpBq ď hdRpAq ` hdRpCq.
Proof. The claim follows from the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequences
HppC;HqpA;Mqq ñ Hp`qpB;Mq and HppC;HqpA;Mqq ñ Hp`qpB;Mq (3.1)
for every RG-module M .
Lemma 3.13. Let G be a finite group. Then hdQpGq “ 0.
Let H ă G be a subgroup of finite index and let G be countable. Then we have the
inequality hdQpGq ď hdQpHq ` 1.
Proof. The first assertion is [Bro82, Corollary III.10.2] combined with Lemma 3.11.
For the second assertion we first get by [Bro82, Proposition III.10.1] the inequality
cdQpGq ď cdQpHq and combined with Lemma 3.11 above we get cdQpGq “ cdQpHq.
Applying Lemma 3.11 twice we get hdQpGq ď cdQpGq “ cdQpHq ď hdQpHq ` 1.
3It is an open problem (the so-called Eilenberg–Ganea problem) whether a group G with cdpGq “ 2,
gdpGq “ 3 exists. In [BB97, Theorem 8.7] a group is constructed such that it either has this exotic
dimension property or there exists a counter-example to the Whitehead conjecture. The latter would
mean that there exists a connected subcomplex of an aspherical 2-complex, which is not aspherical.
See also the discussion in [Dav08, Remark 8.5.7].
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Lemma 3.14. hdQpCgn{xgnyq ă 8 ùñ hdQpCg{xgnyq ă 8 ùñ hdQpCg{xgyq ă 8,
for all n ‰ 0.
Proof. Assume hdQpCgn{xgnyq ă 8. We have Cg ă Cgn , thus Cg{xgny ă Cgn{xgny and
so hdQpCg{xgnyq ă 8.
There is a short exact sequence 0 Ñ Z{nZ Ñ Cg{xgny Ñ Cg{xgy Ñ 0 and it follows
from Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence that hdQpCg{xgnyq “ hdQpCg{xgyq.
Lemma 3.15 ([BLN01, Theorem 2]). Let EG denote the classifying space for proper
actions of a group G.
Then we have cdQpGq ď gdpGq, where the latter is the least possible dimension of a
model for EG. Consequently, we have hdQpGq ď gdpGq.
3.4 Asymptotic dimension
If G is a countable group, we equip it with a proper, left-invariant metric. Such metrics
always exist (even if the group is not finitely generated) and any two of them are coarsely
equivalent. So we may talk about large scale invariants of G, e.g., asymptotic dimension.
In this section we are going to state two conjectures about groups of finite asymptotic
dimension, which would together imply the Burghelea conjecture for groups of finite
asymptotic dimension.
We verify them for almost all classes of groups which are known to have finite asymptotic
dimension.
Conjecture 3.16. Let G be a discrete group of finite asymptotic dimension.
1. hdQpGq ă 8.
2. If G is torsion-free, then hdpGq ă 8.
Remark 3.17. There is a quantitative version of Conjecture 3.16 proposing the inequality
hdQpGq ď as-dimpGq, resp., hdpGq ď as-dimpGq in the torsion-free case. We won’t persue
the refined version in this paper since this refinement is not needed for the application to
the Burghelea conjecture.
Dranishnikov [Dra06, Proposition 4.10] showed that if G is finitely presented and BG is
finitely dominated4, then cdpGq ď as-dimpGq and consequently hdpGq ď as-dimpGq.
Remark 3.18. Since we always have the inequality hdQpGq ď gdpGq, but it is not known
whether the converse is also true, one might propose a slightly stronger version of the
above conjecture: “If G has finite asymptotic dimension, then gdpGq is also finite.”
Note that this version includes the case of torsion-free groups, since if G is torsion-free
then we have EG “ EG.
For many of the classes of groups which we discuss in this paper we even prove this
slightly stronger version of the conjecture.
4These two conditions together are equivalent to the group G being finitely presented and of type FP
[Bro82, Proposition VIII.6.4 & Theorem VIII.7.1]. The latter means that Z admits a finite projective
resolution over ZG. Conjecturely, groups admitting a finitely dominated BG also admit a finite one
(this follows from the K-theoretic Farrell–Jones conjecture).
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Another conjecture about asymptotic dimension that we will pursue in this paper is
the following one:
Conjecture 3.19. For g P G let Cg ă G denote its centralizer.
If G has finite asymptotic dimension, then Cg{xgy also has finite asymptotic dimension.
The above conjecture will be verified in this paper for almost all classes of groups
which are known to have finite asymptotic dimension.
Combining both conjectures stated in this subsection we immediately get the following:
Corollary 3.20. Let Conjectures 3.16.1 and 3.19 be true.
Then groups of finite asymptotic dimension satisfy the Burghelea conjecture.
In the following lemma we list some well known properties of asymptotic dimension of
groups and in the lemma afterwards we prove some permanence properties of the class of
groups satisfying Conjecture 3.19.
We will use the following lemmata in some of the proofs in Section 4.
Lemma 3.21 ([BD08, Sections 13 & 14]). Let G be a countable group.
Asymptotic dimension is a coarse invariant. In particular:
1. Let G1 ă G be a finite index subgroup. Then as-dimpG1q “ as-dimpGq.
2. Let 1 Ñ F Ñ G Ñ Q Ñ 1 be an exact sequence of groups with F a finite group.
Then as-dimpGq “ as-dimpQq.
Moreover, we have a general extension theorem:
3. Let 1 Ñ K Ñ G Ñ Q Ñ 1 be an exact sequence of groups. Then we have
as-dimpGq ď as-dimpKq ` as-dimpQq.
Lemma 3.22. Let G be a countable group.
1. Let G satisfy Conjecture 3.19. Then every subgroup of G satisfies Conjecture 3.19.
2. Let G “ ˚iHi be a free product of groups satisfying Conjecture 3.19. Then the
group G also satisfies Conjecture 3.19.
3. Let 1 Ñ K Ñ G ζÝÑ QÑ 1 be an exact sequence and let the groups K and Q satisfy
Conjecture 3.19. Then G also satisfies Conjecture 3.19.
Proof. Showing Claim 1 is straightforward and Claim 2 follows directly from the canonical
form theorem for elements of free products.
So let us prove Claim 3. Notice that by the assumption the asymptotic dimension of
K and Q is finite. Let g P G. There are two cases.
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Case 1: gk P K for some k P Zzt0u. It is easy to see that the centralizer CKpgkq is normal
in the centralizer CGpgkq. Thus we have the short exact sequence
1 Ñ CKpgkq Ñ CGpgkq Ñ CGpgkq{CKpgkq Ñ 1,
which immediately leads to
1 Ñ CKpgkq{xgky Ñ CGpgkq{xgky Ñ CGpgkq{CKpgkq Ñ 1.
By assumption, the quotient CKpgkq{xgky has finite asymptotic dimension. Moreover,
CKpgkq “ CGpgkq XK, thus CGpgkq{CKpgkq “ CGpgkq{pCGpgkq XKq ă Q. Using now
Lemma 3.21 twice, we get that CGpgkq{CKpgkq has finite asymptotic dimension, and so
has CGpgkq{xgky. The group CGpgkq{xgy is a quotient of CGpgkq{xgky with a finite kernel,
thus by Lemma 3.21 we get as-dimpCGpgkq{xgyq ă 8. By the fact that CGpgq ă CGpgkq
and again by Lemma 3.21, we have that as-dimpCGpgq{xgyq ă 8.
Case 2: gk R K for all k P Zzt0u. We have the following exact sequence:
CKpgq Ñ CGpgq ζÝÑ CQpζpqqq.
Note that ζ is not necessarily onto. Although g is not in K, we can still consider the
group CKpgq :“ CGpgq XK of all elements in K commuting with g. This exact sequence
leads to the following one:
CKpgq{pxgy X CKpgqq Ñ CGpgq{xgy ζ
1ÝÑ CQpζpgqq{xζpgqy.
Note that by the assumption xgy X CKpgq “ 1. Thus CGpgq{xgy is an extension of
CKpgq and impζ 1q, which both have finite asymptotic dimension.
4 Groups (conjecturally) of finite asymptotic dimension
In this section we are going to varify Conjectures 3.16, 3.19 and the Burghelea conjecture
(which is by Corollary 3.20 a consequence of the former two conjectures) for almost all
classes of groups known to have finite asymptotic dimension and for some where this is
currently only conjectured.
Note that for many of these classes either one of the conjectures is already known (or
both, like in the case of hyperbolic groups). But since the techniques we employ to prove
the unknown conjectures also prove the known statements, we give unified proofs.
Definition 4.1 ([CP94]). The class EpQq consists of groups G satisfying hdQpGq ă 8
and hdQpCg{xgyq ă 8 for every element g P G of infinite order.
It is obvious that groups from the class EpQq satisfy the Burghelea conjecture, and
Conjecture 3.16.1 and 3.19 together imply that groups of finite asymptotic dimension
are in EpQq.
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The arguments Eckmann used to prove the results cited above in Remark 3.3 actually
show that the classes of groups he considered lie in EpQq. The cited results of Ji in that
remark have been actually also proved by Ji in the stronger form that the classes of
groups he considered lie in EpQq, where he uses in his paper the notation C for this class.
The reason why it is better to know that a class of groups is contained in EpQq than
just varifying the Burghelea conjecture for this class is because Chadha and Passi [CP94]
showed that EpQq is closed under taking subgroups, extensions, filtered colimits provided
the rational homological dimensions of the groups in the system are uniformly bounded
from above, and free products. Ji [Ji95, Theorem 4.3(5)] extended these closure properties
to amalgamated free products and HNN extensions.
Remark 4.2. Note that Conjecture 3.16.1 and 3.19 imply that if we have a group G of
finite asymptotic dimension, then Cg and Cg{xgy also lie in the class EpQq. We will not
persue this implication in this paper, i.e., we will not check it for the classes of groups
we consider in this paper.
4.1 Non-positively curved groups
In this section we will discuss CATp0q groups, systolic groups and relatively hyperbolic
groups. Note that for hyperbolic groups, which are of course also of non-positive curvature,
all conjectures that we pursue in this paper are already known, which is the reason why
we do not discuss hyperbolic groups here.
4.1.1 CATp0q groups
Definition 4.3. We call an isometric action of a group on a metric space geometric if it
is proper and co-compact.
We call a group CATp0q if it acts geometrically on some CATp0q space (we do not
assume the space to be finite-dimensional).
Theorem 4.4. Torsion-free CATp0q groups have finite homological dimension.
CATp0q groups acting on a finite-dimensional CATp0q space and virtually torsion-free
CATp0q groups have finite rational homological dimension.
Proof. Let X be the CATp0q space on which G acts geometrically. Note that X, being a
CATp0q space, is a model for EG [Lu¨c04, Theorem 4.6]. In the case that G is torsion-free,
properness of the action of G implies freeness, and therefore X is a model for EG.
So if X is finite-dimensional we are done: either G has torsion and we apply Lemma 3.15,
or G is torsion-free and we apply the second part of Lemma 3.10.
If X is not finite-dimensional, but the group G is torsion-free, we have to use a trick
that we learned from a paper of Moran [Mor14, Proof of Theorem B]. The quotient X{G
is a compact ANR, i.e., for every embedding i : X{GÑ Y into a metrizable topological
space Y, there exists a neighborhood U of ipXq in Y and a retraction of U onto ipXq.
Hence, by a result of West [Wes77, Corollary 5.3], it is homotopy-equivalent to a finite
complex K. Since X{G is a model for BG, K is also a model for BG which is now finite.
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If H is a finite index subgroup of G, then H is also a CATp0q group because it acts
geometrically on the same space X on which G acts. So if H is torsion-free, then it has
finite homological dimension by the above paragraph. Applying Lemma 3.13 we conclude
that the rational homological dimension of G is finite (by [BH99, Theorem III.Γ.1.1] we
know that CATp0q groups are finitely presented and therefore countable).
Remark 4.5. The cases in the above theorem a priori do not cover all possible cases: it
might be that there exists a CATp0q group which does not act on any finite-dimensional
CATp0q space and which is not virtually torsion-free.
It is currently an open problem whether every CATp0q group acts on a finite-dimensional
CATp0q space.
Remark 4.6. It is an open problem whether CATp0q groups have finite asymptotic
dimension. The best result so far is by Wright [Wri12] who proved that groups acting on
a finite-dimensional CATp0q cube complex have finite asymptotic dimension.
Proposition 4.7. Let G be a CATp0q group and let g P G have infinite order.
Then the reduced centralizer Cg{xgy virtually embeds as a subgroup into Cg.
Proof. Let us first show that the centralizer Cg is finitely generated since we will need this
later. By [BH99, Corollary III.Γ.4.8] we know that CATp0q groups are semi-hyperbolic.
By [BH99, Proposition III.Γ.4.14] centralizers are quasi-convex (note that the assumption
on finite generation is satisfied since G is a CATp0q group [BH99, Theorem III.Γ.1.1]), and
so by [BH99, Proposition III.Γ.4.12] centralizers are finitely generated, quasi-isometrically
embedded in G and semi-hyperbolic (by [BH99, Theorem III.Γ.4.9(1)] the centralizers
are even finitely presented).
So Cg is a finitely generated group acting by isometries on some CATp0q space X, and
xgy – Z is central in Cg and acts freely. Recall [BH99, Definition II.6.3] that an isometry
of a metric space is either elliptic, hyperbolic or parabolic. By [BH99, Proposition II.6.10]
no element of G can act parabolically. We know from the previous paragraph that Cg is
quasi-isometrically embedded in G which is in turn quasi-isometric to X. So the orbits
of xgy in X are quasi-isometric to Z and we can conclude by [BH99, Theorem II.6.8(1)]
that each non-trivial element of xgy acts hyperbolically. By [BH99, Theorem II.6.12] we
conclude that there exists a subgroup H ă Cg of finite index that contains xgy as a direct
summand, i.e., H – xgy ‘H{xgy. So Cg{xgy contains the finite index subgroup H{xgy
which embeds as a subgroup into H ă Cg.
Corollary 4.8. Let G be a CATp0q group.
If hdQpGq ă 8, then G P EpQq, and if as-dimpGq ă 8, then as-dimpCg{xgyq ă 8.
Corollary 4.9. Coxeter groups and right-angled Artin groups are in EpQq.
Proof. A Coxeter group acts on its Davis complex and a right-angled Artin group acts
on the universal cover of its Salvetti complex. Both actions are geometric and both the
Davis and the Salvetti complexes are finite-dimensional CATp0q complexes (the Salvetti
complex is even a cube complex).
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4.1.2 Systolic groups
Definition 4.10 ([OP16, Section 2.2]). A systolic groups is a group which acts geometri-
cally (in this case this means properly, cocompactly and by simplicial automorphisms) on
a systolic complex. The latter is a finite-dimensional, uniformly locally finite, connected
and simply-connected simplicial complex in which the link of every simplex is 6-large.
Theorem 4.11. Systolic groups have finite rational homological dimension.
Torsion-free systolic groups have finite homological dimension.
Proof. Chepoi–Osajda [CO15, Theorem E] showed that the systolic complex on which a
systolic group G acts is a model for EG. Since we assume our systolic complexes to be
finite-dimensional, we get gdpGq ă 8 and Lemma 3.15 gives then hdQpGq ă 8.
(That systolic groups admit finite-dimensional models for EG was first proven by
Przytycki [Prz09].)
If G is torsion-free, then EG “ EG and we get hdpGq ă 8.
Remark 4.12. It is currently not known whether systolic groups have finite asymptotic
dimension (but it is conjectured to be so).
Theorem 4.13. Let G be a systolic groups. Then G P EpQq and therefore G satisfies
the Burghela conjecture.
Furthermore, as-dimpCg{xgyq ă 8 for every infinite order element g P G, regardless
of whether G itself has finite asymptotic dimension.
Proof. Osajda–Prytu la [OP16, Theorem B] showed that centralizers of infinite order
elements in systolic groups are commensurable with Fn ˆ Z for some n P N0. So we get
hdQpCg{xgyq “ as-dimpCg{xgyq ď 1.
4.1.3 Relatively hyperbolic groups
We will be using Osin’s definition of relatively hyperbolic groups [Osi06, Definition 1.6].
If the relatively hyperbolic group is finitely generated, then the number of peripheral
subgroups is finite and each of them is also finitely generated [Osi06, Theorem 1.1]. In
this case the definition of Osin coincides with the ones investigated by Bowditch [Bow12]
and Farb [Far98] (especially, finitely generated relatively hyperbolic groups in Osin’s
sense satisfy the bounded coset penetration property of Farb).
Recall [Osi06, Definition 4.1] that an element is called parabolic if it is contained in a
conjugate of a peripheral subgroup, and otherwise the element is called hyperbolic.
Lemma 4.14. Let G be finitely generated and hyperbolic relative to pH1, . . . , Hkq and
let g P G be an element of infinite order.
• If g is hyperbolic, then the centralizer CgpGq is virtually cyclic.
• If g is parabolic, i.e., g “ xhix´1 for x P G, hi P Hi, then CgpGq “ xChipHiqx´1.
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Proof. Let g be hyperbolic. By [Osi06, Theorem 4.19] we know that CgpGq is a strongly
relatively quasi-convex subgroup of G, and by [Osi06, Theorem 4.16] we know that such
subgroups are itself hyperbolic. Since in hyperbolic groups centralizers are virtually
cyclic, we conclude that CgpGq is virtually cyclic.
Let g be parabolic (i.e., g “ xhix´1 for elements x P G and hi P Hi). Then we have
CgpGq “ Cxhix´1pGq “ xChipGqx´1. We will show now ChipGq “ ChipHiq.
Let p P ChipGq. Conjugating ChipHiq by p we get hi P pChipHiqp´1 Ă pHip´1. By the
almost mal-normality condition [Osi06, Proposition 2.36] we know that pHip
´1 XHi can
only be infinite if p P Hi. Since hi has infinite order, we conclude p P Hi.
Corollary 4.15. Let G be a finitely generated, relatively hyperbolic group.
If the peripheral subgroups satisfy the Burghelea conjecture, then so does G.
Theorem 4.16. Let G be a finitely generated, relatively hyperbolic group.
If the peripheral subgroups of G have finite asymptotic dimension, then G also has
finite asymptotic dimension.
If the reduced centralizers of the peripheral subgroups have finite asymptotic dimension,
then so do the reduced centralizers of G.
Therefore, if the peripheral subgroups satisfy Conjecture 3.19, then so does G.
Proof. The first statement is due to Osin [Osi05, Theorem 2]. Note that this statement
does in general not hold true for weakly relatively hyperbolic groups (i.e., dropping the
bounded coset penetration property in the definition of relatively hyperbolic groups)
[Osi05, Proposition 3].
The second statement follows immediately from the above Lemma 4.14, and the third
statement follows from the first and second one.
Remark 4.17. We would like to say that if the peripheral subgroups all lie in the class
EpQq, then so does G. By Lemma 4.14 we at least know that if the reduced centralizers
of the peripheral subgroups all have finite rational homological dimension, then so do
the reduced centralizers of G.
But the problem is that we do not know whether G has finite rational homological
dimension provided all of its peripheral subgroups have. By Dahmani [Dah03] we know
that a torsion-free group hyperbolic relative to a collection of groups admitting a finite
classifying space admits itself a finite classifying space, and that G admits a finite-
dimensional EG provided all its peripheral subgroups do. But although we always have
hdQpGq ď gdpGq, it is not known if finiteness of hdQpGq implies finiteness of gdpGq.
Since hyperbolic groups are hyperbolic relative to the trivial subgroup, we immediately
conclude from the above discussion the following corollary. All of these properties of
hyperbolic groups are already known for some time. Furthermore, many of the proofs
of the properties of relatively hyperbolic groups that we needed above rely on the fact
that we already know the corresponding statements for hyperbolic groups. So technically
speaking the following is not a corollary of all of the above, but already an ingredient in
the proofs of the above statements.
Corollary 4.18. Hyperbolic groups have finite asymptotic dimension, satisfy both Conjec-
tures 3.16 and 3.19, and lie in the class EpQq and hence satisfy the Burghelea conjecture.
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4.2 One-relator groups
Matsnev [Mat08] proved that one-relator groups always have finite asymptotic dimension.
Chiswell [Chi75] proved that the (rational) cohomological dimension of one-relator
groups is always bounded from above by 2. By Lu¨ck [Lu¨c04, Section 4.12] we know that
we even always have a 2-dimensional model for EG.
Now we have to understand centralizers in one-relator groups. If the group has torsion,
we know by Newman [New68, Theorem 2] that centralizers of any non-trivial element
are cyclic, and therefore the reduced centralizers vanish.
In the case of torsion-free one-relator groups we know by Karrass–Pietrowski–Solitar
[KPS74] that every finitely generated subgroup H of a centralizer Cg is of the form
H – Fn ˆ Z for some n ě 0. Therefore the homological dimension of H{xgy is bounded
from above by 1, and hence hdpCg{xgyq ď 1. The same is true for asymptotic dimension,
i.e., as-dimpCg{xgyq ď 1.
Corollary 4.19. One-relator groups have finite asymptotic dimension, satisfy both
Conjectures 3.16 and 3.19, and lie in the class EpQq and satisfy the Burghelea conjecture.
4.3 Elementary amenable groups of finite Hirsch length
Hillman [Hil02, Theorem 1.8] generalized the notion of Hirsch length from solvable groups
to elementary amenable groups. The properties we need are: (i) if H is a subgroup of G,
then hpHq ď hpGq, and (ii) if H is a normal subgroup of G, then hpGq “ hpHq`hpG{Hq.
Note that the class of elementary amenable groups is, by definition, closed under taking
subgroups and quotients.
Finn-Sell–Wu [FSW15, Theorem 2.12] proved that the asymptotic dimension of an
elementary amenable group is bounded from above by its Hirsch length. Dranishnikov–
Smith [DS06, Theorem 3.5] proved that for virtually polycyclic groups equality holds,
and it is an open problem whether equality holds for all elementary amenable groups.
But nevertheless, since the Hirsch length of reduced centralizers is bounded by the Hirsch
length of the group, we conclude that elementary amenable groups of finite Hirsch length
satisfy Conjecture 3.19.
Flores–Nucinkis [FN07, Theorem 1] proved that for an elementary amenable group G
of finite Hirsch length we have hdpGq “ hpGq. Without defining hdpGq we just note
that we always have hdQpGq ď hdpGq ď gdpGq. The proof of this is analogous to the
corresponding cohomological statement [BLN01, Theorem 2]. Also, Bridson–Kropholler
[BK13, Theorem I.2] prove that if G has no torsion, then hdpGq ď hpGq. This shows
that elementary amenable groups of finite Hirsch length satisfy Conjecture 3.16 and lie
in the class EpQq (but the latter was already known, see Remark 3.3.4).
Summarizing all the above we get the following theorem:
Theorem 4.20. Elementary amenable groups of finite Hirsch length have finite asymp-
totic dimension, satisfy both Conjectures 3.16 and 3.19, and lie in the class EpQq and
hence satisfy the Burghelea conjecture.
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Note that Hillman–Linnell [HL92] showed that elementary amenable groups of finite
Hirsch length are locally-finite by virtually-solvable. So we could have deduced the above
corollary also from the corresponding, already known statements for solvable groups.
4.4 Mapping class groups
Let S “ Ssg,r be the compact orientable surface of genus g, with r boundary components
and with s punctures (removed points). By Homeo`pS, BSq we denote the group of
orientation preserving homeomorphisms of S which fix the punctures and the boundary of
S pointwise. The mapping class group of S is defined by MCGpSq “ pi0pHomeo`pS, BSqq.
In general MCGpSq does not belong to any of classes of groups we study in this paper.
In particular mapping class groups are neither linear, hyperbolic nor CATp0q.
The strategy to prove that MCGpSq P EpQq and that MCGpSq satisfies Conjec-
ture 3.19 is as follows. First we reduce the problem to surfaces with no punctures. This
is done just for the convenience and is used only in the proof of Lemma 4.22. Then, using
the canonical forms for elements in mapping class groups, we show that the reduced
centralizer has a finite index subgroup which fits into a short exact sequence with the
peripheral groups having finite rational homological dimension and finite asymptotic
dimension.
In order to reduce the general case to the case with no punctures we use the Birman
exact sequence:
1 Ñ pi1pSs´1g,r q PushÝÝÝÑMCGpSsg,rq FÝÑMCGpSs´1g,r q Ñ 1.
(Note that this exact sequence does not apply when Ssg,r is the one punctured torus. Then
we have MCGpS10,0q “ MCGpS00,0q. The reason is that the center of the fundamental
group of the torus is non-trivial.)
The map F is induced by inclusion to the surface with one puncture less (for the
definition of the push map consult [FM12, Theorem 4.6]).
Fundamental group of a surface belongs to EpQq and satisfies Conjecture 3.19. Thus
by induction and the fact that EpQq and the class of groups satisfying Conjecture 3.19
are closed under extensions ([CP94] and Lemma 3.22), it is enough to deal with surfaces
with no punctures.
¿From now on we assume that S has no punctures. We will need the following three
lemmata for the final proof.
Lemma 4.21. MCGpSq has finite rational homological dimension, and if it is torsion-
free then it has finite homological dimension.
Proof. If S has negative Euler characteristic then both claims follow from Harer’ results
[Har86, Theorem 4.1]. For non-negative Euler characteristic we have only two cases
where the mapping class group is infinite, namely the torus and the annulus: we have
MCGpS01,0q “ SL2pZq, MCGpS00,2q “ Z and both have finite (rational) homological
dimension.
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Note that in this section we take the liberty to use a slightly different notation: instead
of Cg{xgy we write Cpgq{g.
Lemma 4.22. Let g PMCGpSq be a pseudo-Anosov element. Then Cpgq{g is finite.
Proof. In [McC94] it is proved that for S with no punctures, Cpgq is virtually infinite
cyclic. Since g is not torsion, the quotient Cpgq{g is finite.
Now we recall briefly the classification of elements in MCGpSq. For an extensive
discussion consult [FM12].
Let c1 and c2 be two isotopy classes of simple loops in S. By ipc1, c2q we denote the
geometric intersection number, i.e., mint|γ1X γ2| : γi represents ci for i “ 1, 2u. A simple
loop is called essential if it is not contractible and not homotopic to a boundary loop.
An element g PMCGpSq is called reducible if there is a non-empty set C “ tc1, . . . , cnu
of isotopy classes of essential simple loops in S so that ipci, cjq “ 0 for all i and j and
which is g-invariant (as a set). Such a set C is called a reduction system for g.
The reduction system for g is maximal if it is not a proper subset of any other reduction
set for g. Note that there may be many maximal reduction systems. However, we can
define the unique reduction system by taking the intersection of all maximal reduction
systems. This intersection is called the canonical reduction system. The canonical
reduction system is not necessary maximal. By convention, if the element g PMCGpSq
is not reducible, then the canonical reduction system for g is empty.
Lemma 4.23. Let g P MCGpSq and let CRSg be its canonical reduction system. Let
h P Cpgq. Then hpCRSgq “ CRSg.
Proof. It is easy to see that h acts on the set of all maximal reduction systems. Since
CRSg is the intersection of all of them, it is fixed by h.
Now let us describe the canonical form of an element of a mapping class group. Let
g P MCGpSq and let CRSg “ tc1, . . . , cmu be its canonical reduction system. Choose
pairwise disjoint representatives of the classes ci together with pairwise disjoint closed
annuli R1, . . . , Rm, where Ri is a closed tubular neighborhood of the representative of ci.
Let Rm`1, . . . , Rm`p be closures of connected components of S ´Ťmi“1Ri. Then there is
a representative ψ P Homeo`pSq of g and k such that ψkpRiq “ Ri for 1 ď i ď m ` p.
Moreover, if ψkRi denotes the restriction of ψ
k to Ri, then ψ
k
Ri
is a power of Dehn twist
for 1 ď i ď m and pseudo-Anosov or identity for m` 1 ď i ď m` p.
Let us now use this decomposition to give a description of the centraliser. Let h P Cpgq.
The elements of CRSg are permuted by h. Let Copgq be the finite index subgroup of
Cpgq consisting of elements which fix CRSg pointwise. If h P Copgq, then there exists a
representative ψh of h, such that hpRiq “ Ri for 1 ď i ď m. Then ψh permutes Ri for
m` 1 ď i ď m` p. Let Coopgq be the finite index subgroup of Copgq consisting of those
elements h which have a representative ψh such that ψhpRiq “ Ri for all i. Note that
from the definition of k from the previous paragraph, gk P Coopgq.
We have the cutting homomorphism ([FM12, Prop.3.20])
Coopgq ζiÝÑMCGpRiq,
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where ζiphq is the isotopy class of the restriction of ψh to Ri. Let ψkg be a homeomorphism
representing gk and fixing all the subsurfaces Ri. Denote by g
k
Ri
the isotopy class of ψkg
restricted to Ri. We have that ζipgkq “ gkRi . Moreover, if h commutes with g, then it
commutes with gk and therefore ζiphq commutes with ζipgkq “ gkRi . Thus ζi ranges in
CpgkRiq ăMCGpRiq. If we sum up all these cutting homomorphism, we get an inclusion
Coopgq ζÝÝÑ
i“m`pà
i“1
CpgkRiq.
Indeed, if ζphq is trivial, it means that it is isotopic to the identity separately on each
annulus Ri. These isotopies fix the boundaries of Ri pointwise, thus one can compose
them together to an isotopy on S.
Theorem 4.24. Let S “ Ssg,r. Then MCGpSq belongs to the class EpQq.
Moreover, MCGpSq satisfies Conjecture 3.19.
Proof. We keep the notation from the discussion preceding the theorem. By the reduction
step we can assume that S has no punctures.
Note that each element gkRi (seen as an element of MCGpSq) belongs to Coopgq.
Consider the inclusion ζ : Coopgq ÑÀi“m`pi“1 CpgkRiq. If we reduce each centralizer in the
sum on the right we obtain the following exact sequence:
1 Ñ xgkR1 , . . . , gkRm`py Ñ Coopgq ζ
1ÝÑ
i“m`pà
i“1
CpgkRiq{gkRi .
Since gk “ gkR1 . . . gkRm`p , it follows that ζ 1pgkq “ 1. We finally get the following:
1 Ñ xgkR1 , . . . , gkRm`py{gk Ñ Coopgq{gk ζ
2ÝÑ
i“m`pà
i“1
CpgkRiq{gkRi .
The group xgkR1 , . . . , gkRm`py{gk is abelian, thus has finite rational homological dimension.
To prove that hdQpCoopgq{gkq is finite, it is enough to prove that for each i the reduced
centralizer CpgkRiq{gkRi has finite rational homological dimension. Indeed, although ζ2 is
not onto, we can substitute
Ài“m`p
i“1 CpgkRiq{gkRi by the image of pζ2q and use Lemma 3.12.
Let us now show that the quotient CpgkRiq{gkRi has finite rational homological dimension.
If 1 ď i ď m, then Ri is the annulus, so MCGpRiq “ Z and CpgkRiq{gkRi is finite. For
m` 1 ď i ď m` p we know that the element gkRi is either pseudo-Anosov or identity. If
it is pseudo-Anosov, then CpgkRiq{gkRi is finite (Lemma 4.22). If it is the identity, then
we have CpgkRiq{gkRi “ MCGpRiq. In all this cases we get a group with finite rational
homological dimension.
It means that Cpgq{gk contains a finite index subgroup Coopgq{gk whose rational
homological dimension is finite. Thus finally by Lemma 3.14 and Lemma 3.13, Cpgq{g
has finite rational homological dimension.
The proof of Conjecture 3.19 goes along the same lines. The crucial fact to start the
arguments is that the mapping class groups have finite asymptotic dimension [BBF15].
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4.5 Discrete subgroups of almost connected Lie groups
We call a Lie group almost connected, if it has finitely many connected components.
Ji [Ji04, Corollary 3.4] showed that finitely generated, discrete subgroups of connected
Lie groups have finite asymptotic dimension (see Carlsson–Goldfarb [CG04, Corollary 3.6]
for the special case that cocompact lattices in connected Lie groups have finite asymptotic
dimension). Standard techniques allow us to generalize Ji’s result:
Theorem 4.25 (Generalizing Ji [Ji04, Corollary 3.4]). Discrete subgroups of almost
connected Lie groups have finite asymptotic dimension.
Proof. Let us first recall the argument from [Ji04, Corollary 3.4] that finitely generated,
discrete subgroups of connected Lie groups have finite asymptotic dimension: if G is a
connected Lie group and K a maximal compact subgroup in G, then the homogeneous
space KzG (endowed with a G-invariant Riemannian metric) satisfies as-dimpKzGq ă 8.
This follows from the proof of [CG04, Corollary 3.6]. Now if Γ is a finitely generated,
discrete subgroups of G, then it acts isometrically and properly on KzG. Therefore, by
[Ji04, Proposition 2.3], we get as-dimpΓq ď as-dimpKzGq.
Now let Γ be an arbitrary discrete subgroup of G. By [DS06, Theorem 2.1] we have
as-dimpΓq “ sup
Fďf.g.Γ
as-dimpF q,
where the supremum is taken over all finitely generated subgroups F of Γ. But such an F
is a finitely generated, discrete subgroup of G, and therefore as-dimpF q ď as-dimpKzGq.
So we conclude as-dimpΓq ď as-dimpKzGq.
If G is almost connected, we may pass to its identity component G0 and also pass to the
subgroup ΓXG0 of Γ. For ΓXG0 the above arguments apply and show as-dimpΓXG0q ă 8.
Therefore as-dimpΓq ă 8 since ΓXG0 is a finite index subgroup of Γ.
Theorem 4.26. Discrete subgroups of almost connected Lie groups satisfy the Conjec-
ture 3.16.
Proof. In [BCH94, Section 2] it is discussed that if G is an almost connected Lie group,
then KzG (for K a maximal compact subgroup of G) is a model for EG (see [Abe74]).
Furthermore, if Γ is any discrete subgroup of G, then KzG is also a model for EΓ.
It follows that the proper geometric dimension gdpΓq of discrete subgroups of almost
connected Lie groups is finite. By [BLN01, Theorem 2] we know that cdQpΓq ď gdpΓq
for any group Γ. With Lemma 3.11 we therefore get hdQpΓq ď gdpΓq and conclude that
hdQpΓq is finite for discrete subgroups of almost connected Lie groups.
So it remains to treat the torsion-free case. By [Mal45, Theorem 11] (see also [Iwa49,
Theorem 6]) we know that the quotient KzG of an almost connected Lie group G by a
maximal compact subgroup K is diffeomorphic to Euclidean space (although in the cited
theorems it is stated that it is homeomorphic to Euclidean space, the proofs actually
show that it is diffeomorphic to it). If Γ is now a discrete, torsion-free subgroup of G,
then KzG{Γ is a smooth manifold whose universal cover is contractible, i.e., it is a model
for the classifying space BΓ. We conclude that hdpΓq ă 8.
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Eckmann showed [Eck86] that the Burghelea conjecture holds for linear groups over
fields of characteristic zero and with finite rational homological dimension. The arguments
used in the above proof of Theorem 4.26 show that discrete subgroups of almost connected,
linear Lie groups satisfy this assumption. So such groups satisfy the Burghelea conjecture.
We will show now that we can actually drop the linearity assumption:
Theorem 4.27. Discrete subgroups of almost connected Lie groups lie in the class EpQq
and therefore satisfy the Burghelea conjecture.
Proof. Let Γ be a discrete subgroup of the almost connected Lie group G. From the
Theorem 4.26 we know that Γ has finite rational homological dimension. So it remains to
show that the reduced centralizers of Γ also have finite rational homological dimension.
Note that we can assume G to be connected. Indeed, if we denote by G˝ the identity
component of G, then Γ˝ :“ ΓXG˝ will be of finite index in Γ. So if g P Γ has infinite
order, some power gn will be contained in Γ˝ and be of infinite order. The arguments
below will show that the rational homological dimension of CgnpΓ˝q{xgny is finite, since
Γ˝ is a discrete subgroup of the connected Lie group G˝. Since Γ˝ has finite index in Γ,
CgnpΓ˝q will have finite index in CgnpΓq. So CgnpΓq{xgny has finite rational homological
dimension. We finish the argument with Lemma 3.14.
So assume that G is connected. The solv-radical R of G is by definition a maximal,
connected, solvable, normal Lie subgroup of G. It exists [OV93, Theorem 5.11 in I.2.§5],
is unique and a closed subgroup [Hoc65, 1st paragraph of XVIII.2], and has the property
that the quotient G{R is a connected, semi-simple Lie group [OV93, 2nd paragraph after
proof of Theorem 5.11]. We have a short exact sequence
0 Ñ RÑ GÑ G{RÑ 0.
If Γ is a discrete subgroup of G, then Cg ă Γ is also a discrete subgroup of G, where
Cg is the centralizer in Γ of g P Γ. The kernel of the homomorphism Cg ãÑ GÑ G{R is
exactly Cg XR and we therefore get the diagram
0 // R // G // G{R // 0
0 // Cg XR //
OO
Cg //
OO
Cg{pCg XRq //
OO
0
Recall that we want to show hdQpCg{xgyq ă 8 for g an element of infinite order.
1st case: g P R. Note that g is central in Cg and therefore also in Cg XR. We get the
following short exact sequence:
0 Ñ pCg XRq{xgy Ñ Cg{xgy Ñ Cg{xgy
LpCg XRq{xgy Ñ 0.
Note that Cg{xgy
LpCg XRq{xgy – Cg{pCg XRq which is a discrete subgroup of the
connected Lie group G{R. The rational homological dimension of Cg{pCg XRq is
therefore finite by Theorem 4.26.
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It remains to show that the rational homological dimension of pCg X Rq{xgy is
finite. But Cg XR is a discrete subgroup of the connected, solvable Lie group R
and therefore we may apply Lemma 4.28 which we will prove below.
2nd case: gn P R for n ą 1, but g R R. We go through the arguments in the 1st case
to conclude that hdQpCg{xgnyq ă 8. From this it follows that hdQpCg{xgyq ă 8.
Remaining case: xgy XR “ H. ¿From xgy XR “ H we conclude that the composition
Cg XRÑ Cg Ñ Cg{xgy is injective. Furthermore, Cg XR is normal in Cg{xgy. So
we have the following short exact sequence:
0 Ñ Cg XRÑ Cg{xgy Ñ Cg{xgy
LpCg XRq Ñ 0.
Cg X R is a discrete subgroup of the connected Lie group R and therefore, by
Theorem 4.26, has finite rational homological dimension.
It remains to show that Cg{xgy
LpCg XRq has finite rational homological dimension.
We have Cg{xgy
LpCgXRq – Cg{pCgXRqLxgy and Cg{pCgXRq is a discrete subgroup
of the connected, semi-simple Lie group G{R. So we conclude with Lemma 4.29
which we will prove further below.
So the proof of Theorem 4.27 is now complete since the above three cases cover every
possible case.
Lemma 4.28. Let R be a connected, solvable Lie group and let Γ ă R be a discrete
subgroup with a central element g P Γ of infinite order.
Then hdQpΓ{xgyq ă 8.
Proof. Since R is a connected, solvable Lie group it has a unique, maximal, normal,
connected, nilpotent Lie subgroup [Aus73, Chapter III.2] called the nil-radical of R and
denoted by N . The quotient R{N is abelian and we have a short exact sequence
0 Ñ N Ñ RÑ R{N Ñ 0.
The kernel of the homomorphism Γ ãÑ RÑ R{N is exactly ΓXN and we therefore have
the diagram
0 // N // R // R{N // 0
0 // ΓXN //
OO
Γ //
OO
Γ{pΓXNq //
OO
0
1st case: g PN . We have that g is central in ΓXN since it is central in Γ, and so we
get the short exact sequence
0 Ñ pΓXNq{xgy Ñ Γ{xgy Ñ Γ{xgyLpΓXNq{xgy Ñ 0.
Since we have Γ{xgyLpΓXNq{xgy – Γ{pΓXNq, which is a discrete subgroup of the
connected Lie group R{N , we get by Theorem 4.26 that its rational homological
dimension is finite.
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It remains to show that the rational homological dimension of pΓXNq{xgy is finite.
We have that ΓXN is a subgroup of N which is nilpotent. So ΓXN is nilpotent
itself, and has finite rational homological dimension by Theorem 4.26 (ΓXN is a
discrete subgroup of the connected Lie group N). By [Eck86, Theorem 2.2] we get
that the rational homological dimension of pΓXNq{xgy is finite.
2nd case: gn PN for n ą 1, but g RN . We apply the arguments from the 1st case
to the short exact sequence
0 Ñ pΓXNq{xgny Ñ Γ{xgny Ñ Γ{xgnyLpΓXNq{xgny Ñ 0
and conclude that the rational homological dimension of Γ{xgny is finite. Since the
kernel of Γ{xgny Ñ Γ{xgy is finite, we conclude that hdQpΓ{xgyq ă 8.
Remaining case: xgy XN “ H. ¿From xgyXN “ H we conclude that the composition
ΓXN Ñ Γ Ñ Γ{xgy is injective. Furthermore, ΓXN is normal in Γ{xgy, so we get
the short exact sequence
0 Ñ ΓXN Ñ Γ{xgy Ñ Γ{xgyLpΓXNq Ñ 0.
By Theorem 4.26 we know that ΓXN has finite rational homological dimension.
It remains to show that Γ{xgyLpΓ X Nq – Γ{pΓ X NqLxgy has finite rational
homological dimension. Now Γ{pΓXNq is a subgroup of R{N which is an connected,
abelian Lie group. So Γ{pΓXNq itself is abelian and it has finite rational homological
dimension by Theorem 4.26. So by [Eck86, Theorem 2.2] we get that the rational
homological dimension of Γ{pΓXNqLxgy is finite.
This completes the proof that hdQpΓ{xgyq ă 8 since we have managed to handle all
three occuring cases.
Lemma 4.29. Let S be a connected, semi-simple Lie group and let Γ ă S be a discrete
subgroup with a central element g P Γ of infinite order.
Then hdQpΓ{xgyq ă 8.
Proof. Let Z denote the center of S and look at the short exact sequence
0 Ñ Z Ñ S Ñ S{Z Ñ 0.
The kernel of the map Γ ãÑ S Ñ S{Z is ΓX Z and so we have the diagram
0 // Z // S // S{Z // 0
0 // ΓX Z //
OO
Γ //
OO
Γ{pΓX Zq //
OO
0
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1st case: g P Z. The element g is central in Γ and therefore also in ΓX Z. We look at
the short exact sequence
0 Ñ pΓX Zq{xgy Ñ Γ{xgy Ñ Γ{xgyLpΓX Zq{xgy Ñ 0.
We have Γ{xgyLpΓ X Zq{xgy – Γ{pΓ X Zq which is a discrete subgroup of the
connected Lie group S{Z and therefore has finite rational homological dimension
by Theorem 4.26.
ΓX Z is abelian (since it is a subgroup of the center of S, which is abelian) and it
is a discrete subgroup of the connected Lie group S. Because of the latter it has by
Theorem 4.26 finite rational homological dimension, and by [Eck86, Theorem 2.2]
we conclude that pΓX Zq{xgy has finite rational homological dimension.
We conclude that hdQpΓ{xgyq ă 8.
2nd case: gn P Z for n ą 1, but g R Z. We do the arguments from the 1st case for gn
instead of g and conclude that Γ{xgny has finite rational homological dimension.
¿From this it follows that hdQpΓ{xgyq ă 8.
Remaining case: xgy XZ “ H. The composition ΓX Z Ñ Γ Ñ Γ{xgy is injective and
ΓX Z is a normal subgroup of Γ{xgy. So we have the short exact sequence
0 Ñ ΓX Z Ñ Γ{xgy Ñ Γ{xgyLpΓX Zq Ñ 0.
ΓX Z is a discrete subgroup of the connected Lie group S and therefore has finite
rational homological dimension by Theorem 4.26.
We have the isomorphism Γ{xgyLpΓ X Zq – Γ{pΓ X ZqLxgy and Γ{pΓ X Zq is a
subgroup of the Lie group S{Z. Since S is semi-simple, its center Z is discrete,
and so by [FH91, Exercise 7.11(b)] the Lie group S{Z has trivial center. Since S is
connected, the quotient S{Z is also connected. So the adjoint representation of
S{Z is faithful, i.e., S{Z is a linear group.
Therefore the subgroup Γ{pΓXZq of S{Z is a linear group over a field of characteristic
zero, and Γ{pΓXZq has finite rational homological dimension by Theorem 4.26. By
Eckmann [Eck86, Theorem 2.4’] we conclude that Γ{pΓXZqLxgy has finite rational
homological dimension.
This completes the proof that hdQpΓ{xgyq ă 8 since we have managed to handle all
three occuring cases.
Theorem 4.30. Discrete subgroups of almost connected Lie groups satisfy the Conjec-
ture 3.19.
Proof. Let Γ be a discrete subgroup of an almost connected Lie group G. Because
of Theorem 4.25 we know that Γ has finite asymptotic dimension, and therefore any
centralizer Cg also has finite asymptotic dimension. Using the arguments from the proof
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of Theorem 4.27 we see that in order to show finiteness of asymptotic dimension of the
reduced centralizers we can reduce to the cases where G is either solvable or semi-simple.
The solvable case is treated in Section 4.3. For the semi-simple case we start arguing
as in the proof of Lemma 4.29. In the first case of that proof we reduce to the abelian
case, i.e., that Γ is abelian. That in the abelian case the reduced centralizer also has
finite asymptotic dimension now follows from [DS06, Corollary 3.3].
So we are now in the remaining case of the proof of Lemma 4.29, i.e., the case that G
is a connected, semi-simple Lie group with trivial center. In this case we know that the
adjoint representation of G is faithful and therefore G is a matrix Lie group, i.e., can be
embedded into GLpn;Rq.
GLpn;Rq{Opn;Rq is a CATp0q space [BH99, Proposition II.10.33 & Theorem II.10.39].
By [BH99, Proposition II.10.61] we furthermore know that an element g P Γ acts semi-
simple if and only if the matrix g is semi-simple, i.e, can be diagonalized in GLpn;Cq.
So if g is semi-simple, then we can finish the argument as in Section 4.1.1 to show that
the reduced centralizer Cg{xgy has finite asymptotic dimension.
It remains to treat the case that g is a parabolic element. We know that the action of
g on the proper CATp0q space X :“ GLpn;Rq{Opn;Rq extends onto its boundary BX
and since g is parabolic it has at least one fixed point on BX [BH99, Proposition II.8.25].
Furthermore, Fujiwara–Nagano–Shioya [FNS06, Theorem 1.3] proved that there even
exists a fixed point ξ P BX of g that is also a fixed point of the whole centralizer Cg.
By Caprace–Lytchak [CL14, Proof of Corollary 1.5] we can even assume that we have
a sequence in X converging against ξ such that the displacement function of g on this
sequence converges to 0.
Recalling [BH99, Definition II.10.62] we see that Cg is a subgroup of the parabolic
subgroup Gξ associated to ξ, which is defined as all the elements of GLpn;Rq fixing ξ.
Furthermore, xgy is a subgroup of the horospherical subgroup Nξ associated to ξ (here we
need that ξ is the limit of a sequence in X on which the displacement function of g goes
to 0). This horospherical subgroup Nξ is a normal subgroup of Gξ and therefore we have
a group homomorphism Cg{xgy Ñ Gξ{Nξ with kernel pCg X Nξq{xgy. Now we use the
computations of Gξ and Nξ [BH99, Propositions II.10.64 & II.10.66] to conclude that the
quotient Gξ{Nξ is isomorphic to a product śki“1 GLpni;Rq, where the numbers k and ni
are determined by ξ. So the image of the map Cg{xgy Ñ Gξ{Nξ is a discrete subgroup
of the Lie group
śk
i“1 GLpni;Rq and therefore has finite asymptotic dimension. So it
remains to show that its kernel pCg XNξq{xgy has finite asymptotic dimension. But Nξ
is a connected, unipotent Lie group. Since unipotent groups are nilpotent we conclude
that Cg XNξ is a discrete subgroup of a connected, nilpotent Lie group, and for such
groups we know that the quotient pCg XNξq{xgy has finite asymptotic dimension.
¿From the discussion in this section we conclude that we can handle arithmetic groups,
since they are discrete subgroups of almost connected real Lie groups. But note that
the properties of arithmetic groups, that we will summarize in the next corollary, are all
already known.
Corollary 4.31. Arithmetic groups have finite asymptotic dimension, satisfy both Conjec-
tures 3.16 and 3.19, and lie in the class EpQq and hence satisfy the Burghelea conjecture.
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4.6 3-manifold groups
Theorem 4.32. Fundamental groups of compact 3-manifolds all have finite asymptotic
dimension, lie in the class EpQq and satisfy both Conjectures 3.16 and 3.19.
Proof. Let M be a compact 3-manifold. We can assume that M is orientable. Indeed, if
M is not orientable, we take the orientable double cover of M and reduce our discussion
to the orientable case. By the fact that the class EpQq and the class of groups satisfying
Conjectures 3.16 and 3.19 is closed under taking free products and taking subgroups, we
can make the following reductions:
• By doubling M along the boundary we see that the group pi1pMq is a subgroup of
the fundamental group of a closed 3-manifold ([AFW15, Lem.1.4.3]). Thus we can
assume that M is closed.
• By prime decomposition theorem ([AFW15, Thm.1.2.1]), every 3-manifold admits a
decomposition as a connected sum of prime manifolds, i.e., manifolds which cannot
be further decomposed. A manifold which is prime and is not S2ˆS1 is irreducible.
Thus we can assume that M is irreducible.
First we have to check that rational homological dimension and asymptotic dimension
of pi1pMq is finite. Finiteness of hdQ follows from Papakyriakopoulos’ Sphere Theorem
which implies that if M is irreducible, then it is aspherical or pi1pMq is finite. This also
shows that the homological dimension of torsion-free fundamental groups of irreducible
3-manifolds is finite. The finiteness of asymptotic dimension follows from the results of
MacKay–Sisto [MS13, Theorem 5.1].
Now we deal with reduced centralizers. By [AFW15, Theorem 2.5.1] we have that for
irreducible 3-manifolds the centralizer Cg of a nontrivial element g is either abelian of
rank at most 2, or is isomorphic to a centralizer of some Seifert fibered submanifold of M .
By [AFW15, Theorem 1.8.1 & Table 1] we know the isomorphism types of fundamental
groups of Seifert fibered manifolds and all of these types of groups are already treated in
this paper or by other authors in earlier papers. Thus these centralizers lie in the class
EpQq and satisfy Conjecture 3.19.
5 Counter-examples
In this section we will construct two kinds of counter-examples to the Burghelea conjecture:
the first one will be a finitely generated group having finite decomposition complexity
and is based on an ad hoc modification of Burghelea’s original construction of a counter-
example combined with an embedding theorem guaranteeing embeddings of groups into
finitely generated groups.
Recall that a group G is of type F8, if there exists a simplicial model of its classifying
space BG with finite skeleta in every dimension. This especially implies that G is finitely
presentable. Our second counter-example is of type F8. The construction is based on
Thompson’s group F and the fact that its homology and cohomology is explicitly known,
and especially that we may find the (co-)homology of CP8 inside it.
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5.1 Finite decomposition complexity
Construction of the first example Let us first review Burghelea’s own counter-example
[Bur85, Section IV]. By the Kan–Thurston theorem, there is an aspherical space X and
a map f : X Ñ CP8 which is a homology isomorphism, i.e., f induces an isomorphism
on all homology groups with arbitrary non-twisted coefficients. Let us now consider the
following diagram:
Y

f˜
// S8

X
f
// CP8
Here S8 Ñ CP8 is the universal principal S1-bundle and Y is the pull-back of it along
the map f . By the long exact sequence for the homotopy groups of a fibration, the space
Y is aspherical. Since f is a homology isomorphism, it follows from the Serre spectral
sequence that also f˜ : Y Ñ S8 is a homology equivalence, i.e., Y is acyclic.
Let G “ pi1pY q and H “ pi1pXq. Note that the Kan–Thurston theorem can, in this
case, produce a torsion-free group H, and therefore G will be also torsion-free. Let x P G
be a loop in one of the fibers of Y . Then x is central in G since Y Ñ X is an oriented
(even principal) S1-bundle.
So we got a central extension
1 Ñ ZÑ GÑ H Ñ 1,
with H2npH;Rq – R and H2n`1pH;Rq – 0 for all n ě 0 and any coefficient ring R. Since
this central extension corresponds to the pull-back of the fibration S8 Ñ CP8, we get
that the corresponding Gysin homomorphism is an isomorphism, i.e., TG0 px,Rq – R for
x P G being the image of 1 P Z ãÑ G. So G does not satisfy the Burghelea conjecture.
Summarizing, Burghelea [Bur85] has proven the following result: there exists a central
extension of groups
1 Ñ ZÑ GÑ H Ñ 1
such that
1. H is homology equivalent to CP8 and G is a counter-example to the Burghelea
conjecture, i.e., TG0 px,Rq – R for x P G being the image of 1 P Z ãÑ G,
2. G is acyclic, i.e., all its homology groups (in degrees ě 1) with trivial coefficients
vanish, and
3. both G and H are torsion-free.
Finite decomposition complexity Let us now show that we can carry out the above
construction such that the group H will additionally have finite decomposition complexity
(Guentner–Tessera–Yu [GTY12]).
This will follow from a version of the Kan–Thurston theorem due to Leary [Lea13]: it
is possible to construct the space X such that it is a locally CATp0q cubical complex, and
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such that it is the union of totally geodesic, locally CATp0q sub-complexes Xpnq which
are homology equivalent to the sub-complexes CP n Ă CP8, are finite complexes and
have dimension 2n (with the exception that Xp1q has dimension 3).
It follows that we have H “ pi1pXq – colimpi1pXpnqq, and Leary’s construction also
has the property that the structure maps in this colimit are injective. Since each complex
Xpnq is locally CATp0q (and therefore its universal cover is contractible) and finite, we get
that the groups pi1pXpnqq are all torsion-free, and therefore also H. Note that H is not
necessarily of type F8 since going from Xpnq to Xpn`1q attaches not only high-dimensional
cubes in Leary’s construction.
By a result of Wright [Wri12] we get that each pi1pXpnqq has finite asymptotic dimension,
and therefore H itself has finite decomposition complexity (here we use that the structure
maps of the colimit are injective, [GTY13]).
It follows that also the group G is torsion-free and has finite decomposition complexity.
Finite generation We will modify now the above contruction to get finitely generated
counter-examples. Our modification will be an additional step, namely embedding the
group H into a finitely generated group H1 while preserving its homological properties.
Let F2 “ xa, by be the free group on two generators and consider a subgroup F8 ă F2
of infinite rank. Let tx1, x2, . . .u be a free basis of F8. Now consider the group H˚F2 and
let th1, h2, . . .u enumerate all elements in H. Let F 18 “ xh1x1, h2x2, . . .y ă H˚F2. This
group F 18 is free and the indicated set of generators is a free basis of it. Let α : F8 Ñ F 18
be defined on the generators by αpxiq “ hixi. We define now H1 to be the HNN extension
of H˚F2 with respect to α. The group H1 is generated by a, b, t and contains H as a
subgroup. It is also torsion-free (since it is an HNN extension of a torsion-free group)
and still has finite decomposition complexity (since finite decomposition complexity is
preserved by free products and HNN extensions).
Let us now show that the homology equivalence f : BH Ñ CP8 extends over the
map BH Ñ BH1. Since CP8 “ KpZ, 2q, there is only one obstruction cocycle against
such an extension. This cocycles lives in H3pH1, H;Zq. We will show further below
that H3pH1, H;Zq “ 0 and therefore the obstruction cocycle vanishes. Let us denote
the extension of f to BH1 by f1 : BH1 Ñ CP8. Using this map we can pull-back the
principal S1-bundle S8 Ñ CP8 to BH1. This produces as before a central extension
of groups 1 Ñ Z Ñ G1 Ñ H1 Ñ 1 and G1 will be torsion-free, of finite decomposition
complexity, and finitely generated.
The classifying space for F2 can be chosen to be 1-dimensional, and therefore, using the
Mayer–Vietoris sequence for the cohomology of H˚F2 (see, e.g., [Bro82, Section VII.9])
we get H3pH;Zq – H3pH˚F2;Zq. Furthermore, using the long exact sequence for the
cohomology of HNN extensions (see again [Bro82, Section VII.9]), and that the classifying
space for F8 can also be chosen to be 1-dimensional, we get H3pH1;Zq – H3pH˚F2;Zq.
This shows H3pH1, H;Zq “ 0 as claimed above.
The above arguments also show that HnpH;Rq – HnpH1;Rq for all n ě 3 and all
trivial coefficient rings R. Since the S1-bundle over BH is the pull-back of the S1-bundle
over BH1, we conclude that G1 is still a counter-example to the Burghelea conjecture.
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Furthermore, the Lyndon–Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence (3.1) gives HnpG1;Rq “ 0
for all n ě 4.
So we have proved that there is a central extension of groups
1 Ñ ZÑ G1 Ñ H1 Ñ 1, (5.1)
such that:
1. Both groups G1 and H1 are finitely generated, torsion-free and have finite decom-
position complexity.
2. G1 is a counter-example to the Burghelea conjecture in the sense that T
G1
0 px,Rq – R
for x P G1 being the image of 1 P Z ãÑ G1.
3. We have HnpG1;Rq “ 0 for all n ě 4 and coefficient rings R.
5.2 Thompson’s group F
Brown [Bro06] computed the homology and cohomology of Thompson’s group F : there
is a map F Ñ rF, F s ˆ Fab which is both a homology and cohomology isomorphism.
We have Fab – Zˆ Z and the homology H˚prF, F s;Zq admits a ring structure under
which it is isomorphic to the polynomial ring Zrts, where t P H2prF, F s;Zq. Furthermore,
the cohomology ring H˚prF, F s;Zq is isomorphic to the divided polynomial ring Γpuq with
degpuq “ 2. Recall that the latter is the subring of the polynomial ring Qrus generated
additively by the elements upiq “ ui{i! for i ě 0. Since upiqupjq “ `i`j
i
˘
upi`jq we see that
the Z-span of the upiq, i ě 0, is indeed a ring.
The cap-product with the element ub1 P H2prF, F s;ZqbH0pFab;Zq ãÑ H2pF ;Zq acts
on H˚pF ;Zq – H˚prF, F s;Zq bH˚pFab;Zq as tk b y ÞÑ k ¨ tk´1 b y, where y P H˚pFab;Zq
is arbitrary. So if now
1 Ñ ZÑ GÑ F Ñ 1 (5.2)
is the central extension which is classified by ub 1 P H2pF ;Zq, then we see that G is a
counter-example to the Burghelea conjecture: using Q-coefficients the cap-product with
u b 1 is an isomorphism H˚pF ;Qq Ñ H˚´2pF ;Qq, and these groups are isomorphic to
QˆQ. Furthermore, the cap-product with ub 1 is exactly the operator S appearing in
the definition of TG˚ px,Qq, see (1.1). Therefore TG˚ px,Qq – Q ˆQ for x P G being the
image of 1 P Z ãÑ G and for both ˚ “ 0, 1.
Note that this central extension corresponds to an oriented S1-bundle BG Ñ BF .
Since every S1-bundle admits the structure of a principal S1-bundle, for a proof of this see,
e.g., Morita [Mor01, Proposition 6.15], we conclude that there is a map φ : BF Ñ CP8
classifying this principal S1-bundle.
It is known that F is torsion-free and of type F8, see Brown–Geoghegan [BG84]. This
implies that G is also of type F8 ([Bie76, Proposition 2.7] and [Bie76, Corollary 1.12]).
To compute H˚pG;Qq we use the Gysin exact sequence
. . .Ñ Hn`2pG;Qq Ñ Hn`2pF ;Qq ´Xpub1qÝÝÝÝÝÑ HnpF ;Qq Ñ Hn`1pG;Qq Ñ . . .
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and conclude that HnpG;Qq “ 0 for n ě 3.
Summarizing the above, we have constructed a central extension (5.2) with the following
properties:
1. both groups G and F are torsion-free and of type F8,
2. G is a counter-example to the Burghelea conjecture since TG˚ px,Qq – Q ˆQ for
x P G being the image of 1 P Z ãÑ G and for both ˚ “ 0, 1, and
3. we have HnpG;Qq “ 0 for all n ě 3.
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